
 

NoSleepHD Keeps Your External HD Spinning Extra Quality

there are many freeware applications that keep your external hard drive from going to sleep. g-drive keeps your external hard drive from going to sleep. it allows you to specify a folder and a file name to be written to every few minutes. nosleephd is a free opensource and portable tool that writes an empty text file every few minutes to the external hard disk which prevents it from going to sleep. just run the tool, select the external hard disk or
any sub-folder, and click start nosleep mode. form and functionality collide with style in the nexstar 3 external hard drive enclosure from vantec. with its mirror finish, sleek curves and bold colors, the vantec nexstar 3 stands out from the crowd. the sturdy drive cage protects your hard drive while the aluminum case effectively draws away the heat, protecting your drive from overheating. it is an open source utility, which allows you to prevent

your external hard disk from going to sleep at certain time intervals. nosleepmode.exe does not require any user interface. it monitors the drive you specify and writes to it an empty file each time it is triggered by the windows operating system. it is also available for windows 7, windows vista and windows xp. do you want to make sure that your external hard drive will not go to sleep in the middle of your job? nosleephd
(nosleephd.codeplex.com) is an open source tool that will spin the external hard drive on your computer to prevent it from going to sleep, and then spin it off when it has finished. 1. click the keepalivehd tool from the above link, and select your external hard drive or any folder that you want to spin. 2. click on start to spin. 3. in the keepalivehd window, you will see a column showing the amount of time that the external hard disk is spinning. 4.

click on stop when the spinning time has reached zero.
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NoSleepHD Keeps Your External HD Spinning

although you want your external hard disk drive to spin, you might want your hard drive to sleep when not working for
a prolonged period of time. you can use the nosleephd tool to prevent it from going to sleep. 1. click on nosleephd from
the above link to open the tool. 2. select the drive, folder, or any other item that you want to prevent from sleeping and

click on start. at times your external hard disk drive might go to sleep mode, this may happen if you switch your
computer off or if your computer is not plugged in. however if you need to know whether your external hard drive is

going to sleep or not, you can use this tool, nosleephd. 1. click on nosleephd from the above link to open the tool. ultra
slim hard drive enclosure in a lightweight metal case. vantec nexstar 2x ultra-slim external hdd hard drive enclosure -

black/silver is a slim-style hard drive enclosure that is built for desktop computers. with its streamlined design, the
nexstar 2 ultra slim enclosure is a perfect complement to any desktop pc. its brushed aluminum finish and compact

design make it a unique choice for new and seasoned users alike. powered by a standard molex power cord, the
nexstar 2 enclosure offers up to 5 hours of operation with a 1.5-hour top-off time. the nexstar 2 ultra slim hard drive
enclosure is a sleek, sturdy enclosure with a brushed aluminum finish and compact design for desktop computers. its

streamlined design makes it a perfect complement to any desktop pc. available in 2 vivid colors (onyx black and
midnight blue), the nexstar 2 lets you store your personal data in an enclosure that matches your style. 5ec8ef588b
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